Repair Practices in Phone Conversations: A Case Study of Chinese English Speakers
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**ABSTRACT**

Repair, one key concept in conversation analysis, usually refers to the ways of dealing with troubles of speaking, understanding, and hearing in the talk (Schegloff et al., 1977). This paper focuses on the latter two trouble sources, i.e., troubles of hearing and understanding. The study here, of a dataset of interactions concerning information inquiries between two Chinese learners of English and eight service employees in hotels or airlines, investigates how the repair is initiated and completed via phone through the perspective of conversation analysis. It mainly explores (a) how trouble sources are identified by the recipient over the phone; (b) how the repair is initiated in phone conversations; and (c) how repair strategies and repair avoidance are used based on the recipients’ identification of the trouble source type and the importance of the mistake or misunderstanding, in the service industry. The results showcase that Chinese English speakers encounter troubles of understanding and hearing in phone conversations frequently. A selection of initiators and strategies are identified, such as repair preface (e.g., ‘I mean’) and pre-framing. The analysis also illustrates that the service personnel involved tend to either accept the customer’s candidate understanding to avoid the repair or continuously make repairs on their own turns to clarify. Such empirical evidence further supports and validates Kitzinger’s (2013) idea that a) specific repair forms and practices are constrained by a range of local factors, and b) people adopt diversified methods and strategies to ‘fix’ troubles of hearing and understanding.
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1. **Introduction**

Conversation provides foundations for forming direct social relations between people (Allen & Guy, 1974). Given the advancement of technology, modes of communication for “professional and personal matters” (Wang & Zhang, 2021) have become increasingly reliant on phones. Gradually, being able to achieve successful communication over the phone is of importance for second language speakers (hereafter, L2 speakers). To put it bluntly, “[l]anguage learners who are unable to engage in fluent phone conversations will be hampered in their dealings in the real world” (Wang & Zhang, 2021: p.222; italics added). All conversations, however, are potentially subject to difficulties (Liddicoat, 2010). Specifically, Schegloff et al. (1977) categorized these difficulties as “possible trouble in speaking, hearing or understanding”. To address these trouble sources, repair is developed to ensure that “the interaction does not freeze in its place when trouble arises” (Schegloff, 2007: xiv).

The present paper seeks to explore how repair is initiated and completed during telephone conversations between customers and service personnel, through the lens of conversation analysis. Participants involved here include two customers recruited through convenience sampling (Dörnyei, 2007) and eight service employees working in hotels or airlines who were recruited randomly. By chance, all of them are L2 speakers of English (i.e., Chinese English speakers in this case). The specificities of their repairs consist of repair initiators and repair strategies. Through the emphasis on two types of trouble sources (i.e., the trouble of hearing and understanding) in data collected in the service industry, this paper attempts to explore,(i) how trouble sources are identified by...
the recipient over the phone; (ii) how repair is initiated in telephone conversations; and (iii) how repair strategies and repair avoidance are used based on the recipient’s identification of the trouble source type and the criticality of the mistake or misunderstanding, in the service industry.

2. Literature Review

Repair practices refer to the ways of dealing with troubles of hearing, understanding, and speaking in the talk (Schegloff et al., 1977). It should also be noted that the domain of repair extends beyond error correction. Previous research on repair has identified common repair types, initiators, and strategies (cf., Schegloff et al., 1977; Have, 2007; Sidnell, 2010; Kitzinger, 2013).

Essentially, Schegloff et al. (1977) proposed that repair could be initiated by either the speaker (self-initiated repair) or the hearer (other-initiated repair). Between them, other-initiated repairs are usually associated with certain types of repairable items (e.g., troubles of hearing) (Liddicoat, 2010). The speaker, however, is possible to initiate the trouble of hearing on his/her own turn. In fact, indicating a problem of hearing can be done explicitly or implicitly (Svennevig, 2008). Svennevig (2008), furthermore, suggested that troubles of understanding can be recognized through the displaying of incomprehension followed with the clarification request.

Additionally, notable efforts have been made to identify the repair initiators and strategies used in conversations. Kitzinger (2013), for example, provided a systematic review concerning the technology of repair, such as repair prefaces (Lerner & Kitzinger, 2010), open-class initiators (Drew, 1997; Lerner & Kitzinger, 2015), and cut-offs (Laakso & Sorjonen, 2010). What’s more, Sidnell (2010) briefly introduced the common repair strategies, including framing (see Schegloff, 2004), replacement, deletion, insertion, and reordering.

Following the typical model proposed by Schegloff et al. (1977) in English, repairs have been studied across other languages and L2 speakers, such as Mandarin (Wu, 2006) and Korean (Kim, 2018). Besides, second language acquisition researchers, particularly those with interactionist perspectives, have paid attention to repairs (e.g., Wong, 2000; Hosoda, 2006). For instance, Scarcella (1988) argued that being able to make self-repair and elicit repair from others is critical for second language learners.

However, Kitzinger (2013) argued that repair-specific forms and practices are constrained by a range of local factors. In other words, the repair strategies may present differences across industries and regions. Moreover, the diversified methods people adopt to ‘fix’ troubles of speaking, hearing, and understanding deserve much more exploration (Kitzinger, 2013; Jefferson, 2003). Motivated to reveal the distinctive repair practices in different industries and to address the call for more exploration aforementioned, we conduct this small-scale case study in the service industry as a potential site to explore the repair practices.

3. Methodology

The excerpts examined and analyzed here were drawn from a dataset based on interactions between two Chinese learners of English and eight service employees in hotels or airlines. The two Chinese learners of English were recruited through the convenience sampling method (Dörnyei, 2007). Prior to recording, the first two authors conducted a small survey among their classmates and friends to check whether they had any travel or booking plans. Luckily enough, the two participants here gave confirmed responses and showed their willingness to participate in this study. The two participants then signed the consent form. It also should be noted that the first two authors have requested the two participants to check the permission of recording from the service personnel involved.

The original database comprises eight audios, each lasting 4.5 minutes approximately in length. Following a thorough review of the dataset, 14 fragments were chosen for transcription according to Sidnell’s (2010) transcription conventions. These fragments were selected for their representativeness and richness in presenting (i) how trouble sources are identified in the telephone conversations; (ii) how repairs are initiated over the phone; (iii) how repair strategies and repair avoidance are used based on the recipient’s identification of the trouble source type and the criticality of the mistake or misunderstanding.
4. Results and Discussion

The present paper concerns the repair that happens between the caller (customer) and the operator (service personnel) concerning information inquiries. We display the analysis in five instalments based on the types of trouble source and their development, as presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excerpt 1</th>
<th>General description: The operator inquires about the check-in and check-out information with the male caller. Type: Trouble of hearing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 2 &amp; Excerpt 3</td>
<td>General description: The operator seeks information of preferred bed types from the male in Excerpt 2; the operator asks the male’s potential ‘sand resort club member’ information in Excerpt 3. Types: Moving from the trouble of hearing to the trouble of understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt 4 &amp; Excerpt 5</td>
<td>General description: The operator enquires the male’s staying period in Excerpt 4; the operator confirms the female’s check-in date in Excerpt 5. Types: Trouble of understanding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Troubles of Hearing

Due to the fact that the telephone conversations are limited to "sounds, split from actions [i.e., postures, gestures or facial expressions]" (Hopper, 1992: P8), L2 speakers are frequently encountering troubles of hearing (Schegloff et al., 1977; Have, 2007). Here in Excerpt 1, we present how the operator addresses the problem of hearing (Svennevig, 2008) when the male is requesting him/her to raise the voice volume. Line 1 clearly shows the operator’s unclear and low voice when he/she is making a request for information.

**Excerpt 01 - Louder (M = Male, the caller; O = Operator)**

1 O: °°oh yes. um: can ^I have your (check) () and (check) ()?
2 (0.3)
3 M: (TSK) u:h () could you please- (0.5) be: louder please I: I
4 can’t hear you.
5 (2.0)
6 O: °okay. (0.4) can ↑I have your (.) (check feren) (0.3) and
7 (checkup please)?

In response to the operator’s question (line 1), the male here demonstrates some difficulties in hearing (lines 2-4) as evidenced by the short pause and the direct request ‘could you please be louder?’. After a long pause lasting for 2 seconds, the operator notices this problem of hearing initiated from the male. To address it (lines 6-7), the operator first offers a confirmatory response ‘okay’ to show his/her understanding and agreement and then repeats the question in a louder voice.

Excerpt 1 displays how the operator handles the problem of hearing when direct requests are made. However, the situation becomes more complicated in Excerpt 2, where the operator inquires about the customer’s preferred bed types.

4.2 From Troubles of Hearing to Troubles of Understanding

**Excerpt 02 - Bed Type (M = Male, the caller; O = Operator)**

1 O: ^so you would like one <king> size bed or “two <queen>* size beds?
2
3 M: Sorry?
4 O: .hh so you would like <one king size bed> or <two queen size beds>.
5 M: .hhhh uhh two:: single bed.
6 (2.0)
7 O: two single beds. just one moment?

In lines 1-2, the operator wants to know the caller’s favored bed types. Despite the operator’s deliberate emphasis on the names of the bed types ‘king’ and ‘queen’ with stretching sounds, the caller fails to hear the question. To elicit a clarification, the male utilizes an open-class repair initiator (Drew, 1997) ‘Sorry?’ after a 0.8-second pause. Following that, the operator treats the trouble the caller encountered as a hearing problem. In this case, the operator makes a self-repair (lines 5-6) with devices repeating the
trouble source in line 1 and lengthening the sounds of 'king/queen size bed'. Instead of selecting between the two types suggested by the operator, the male offers a candidate understanding in line 7. Looking together with the inhalation and the hesitation marker 'uhh', line 7 has elevated the trouble source of hearing to trouble source of understanding. With a long pause for 2 seconds, the operator realizes that the trouble is not from inadequate hearing but rather from the use of names that are unfamiliar to the caller. Interestingly, the operator concludes the information inquiry through accepting and repeating the male's alternate understanding 'two single beds' in line 9, rather than making another round of adjustment and repair.

In Excerpt 2, we see how the operator addresses the open-class other-initiated repair initiator when he/she identifies a hearing problem, and his/her concluding strategy (i.e., accepting/repeating the caller's candidate understanding) when there is an understanding problem. Basically speaking, the operator first treats it as a problem of hearing. After repair trials, the operator handles it as a problem of understanding. (S)he deals with the problems in different ways. In fact, Excerpt 3 demonstrates a similar case, where the operator is checking the membership with the male.

**Excerpt 03 – Member or Number (M = Male, the caller; O = Operator)**

1. O: ° so thank you for choosing our hotel°
2. (0.4)
3. M: [yeah
4. O: [*‘may ^I know you are a () sands resort club member?’*
5. (1.0)
6. M: sorry°
7. (1.3)
8. O: may ^I know you are a <sands resort club> member?
9. (2.0)
10. M: what number?
11. (2.0)
12. O: :h >oh< it doesn’t matter its our <sands resort club member>.
13. (.) if you are .h hhh interested in ^it you ca:n regist(‘er) it
14. ^up on your check in.

The operator aims to check whether the male is a 'sand resort club member' in this conversation. It begins with the operator's acknowledgment and the male's confirmatory response (lines 1-3). An other-initiated self-repair, then, happens in lines 4-8. The operator makes the checking request in line 4. After a 1-second pause, the male initiates repair with the open-class initiator (Drew,1997) 'Sorry°'. Following another pause, the operator repeats his/her checking request with minor changes (i.e., stretching the phrase 'sands resort clubs'). Repeat here suggests that the operator regards the trouble to have resulted from a problem of hearing (Schegloff et al., 1977; Sidnell, 2010). Nevertheless, the 2-seconds pause in line 9 and the question ‘what number?’ in line 10 indicate that the caller doesn't make sense of "<sands resort club> member", but he tries to offer a candidate comprehending it as a kind of number since an inquiry of number from the hotel staff is common while booking a room. Based on it, the operator notices that the trouble has moved from hearing to understanding. Instead of making a repair, the operator directly drops the question and interprets the male's response as the unfamiliarity with their membership schemes (line 12). Besides, the operator offers a candidate solution to the male (lines 13-14).

Excerpt 3 resonates with the preliminary findings revealed in Excerpt 2, where the repetition is clearly responsive to problems of hearing at the beginning (Sidnell, 2010). Following this, another possible trouble type can be detected by the recipient. Similarly, the operator adopts the same concluding strategy of avoiding repair in this excerpt, but an additional candidate solution is provided here. In Excerpt 4, we look at how accepting a candidate's answer and avoiding repair is finished when the trouble of understanding arises.

**4.3 Troubles of Understanding**

**Excerpt 04 – Mistakes Handling (M = Male, the caller; O = Operator)**

1. O: comin on: () Friday? or Saturday?
2. (0.5)
3. M: .h uh Friday.
4. (2.0)
5. O: Friday () thirteenth? for how many nights?
6. (1.2)
7. M: uh~ () ju- just my () just me.
8. (2.8)
9. O: so one night? (0.2) one person.
In this case, the operator enquires about the male's staying period. Initially, the operator asks and confirms the check-in date with the male in lines 1-5. However, the second portion of the operator’s talk in line 5 makes the male have trouble understanding as indicated by the long pause and the irrelevant response (lines 6-7). Specifically speaking, the male uses repair devices cut-offs ‘just’ and pre-framing (i.e., ‘my’ is replaced by ‘me, and ‘just’ is repeated,) to provide responses to the operator’s question. After a long pause lasting 2.8 seconds, the operator in line 9 offers a candidate answer ‘so one night’ in the first portion of his/her talk and accepts and interprets the irrelevant response ‘just me’ as additional information ‘one person’ in the second portion of his/her talk. The male, then, articulates two particles 'Yea ya' (line 11) to confirm the repair finished in line 9.

In Excerpt 4, it is noteworthy that when there is a trouble of understanding, the operator directly offering a candidate and accepts the additional information the caller provides through his misunderstanding. To some extent, this strategy may have a close relationship with the tiny issue, the check-in date, discussed here. However, when the mistake or misunderstanding is critical and hard for the recipient to offer a candidate, the recipient is more likely to point out and repair it instead of accepting it or avoiding a repair. Such a situation can be exemplified in Excerpt 5.

**Excerpt 05 – Repair for Misunderstanding (F = Female, the caller; O = Operator)**

1. O: (1.0) >okay< may I kn:ow your-  
2. your booking dat:(e) (0.4)  
3. how many ni(**ght) 1total (0.3)  
4. and I the- the- (TSK) current(°t) >date<.  
5. (0.4)  
6. F: ↑Ah: um: (TSK)  
7. Actually >we’re not< (0.1) quite su::re.  
8. >maybe< two 1people  
9. (2.1)  
10. O: >uh< (0.1) ah: (0.2)  
11. no: (0.2)  
12. I mean, uh::, (0.4)  
13. >dat(e) you < prefer *to or:der our ho*tel.  
14. (0.2) >the< curr::ent date.  
15. (3.3)  
16. F: >what<. (0.3) par:don? (0.4)(TSK)  
17. (0.2)  
18. O: I mean *the •toda:y >*or< tomorrow.  
19. which *dat(e) you pre:fer to come to  
20. our hotel sta:y.  
21. (0.4)  
22. F: uh:: um: (0.2)  
23. next(t) Tues:day may:be?

The operator confirms the check-in date during the conversation. Initially, the operator makes a request for information by asking a series of questions (lines 1-4). (S)he attempts to check the ‘booking date’ first, then downgrades it to details such as ‘how many ni(**ght) total’ and ‘the- the- (TSK) current(°t) >date.’ However, the female makes a misunderstanding in lines 6-8. She utilizes the hesitation particles ‘ah’ and ‘um’ to take the turn, responding to the operator’s request. Interestingly, she does not make repairs as she mistakenly thinks that the operator is checking the number of residents. Noticing the caller’s misunderstanding and unexpected response, the operator first uses ‘no’ to directly point out the misunderstanding. Following that, the operator adopts the repair preface (Sidnell, 2010; Lerner & Kitzinger, 2015) ‘I mean’ to clarify her own question, intending to repair the misunderstanding at the third position (Schegloff, 1992; Kitzinger, 2013). The caller then expresses her confusion after a long pause by asking, ‘>what<. (0.3) par:don?’ From this open-class initiator, the problem of understanding is still visible to the operator. Again, the operator clarifies and makes repair by using the repair preface (Sidnell, 2010; Lerner & Kitzinger, 2015) ‘I mean’ and replacement. It is also worth noting that the operator’s explanation is gradually moved from the general ‘which date’ (line 13) to the specific and detailed “the today y >or tomorrow (line 18). Finally, the caller’s response ‘next(t) Tues:day’ (line 23) solves this trouble of understanding.
In Excerpt 5, we see how the operator makes the repair to elicit a relevant response from the caller. In this case, the source of the trouble of understanding is solved through several rounds of repair and repair initiations. Instead of making repair on the callers’ interaction, the operator here continues to repair his/her own turn in order to clarify and solicit responses from the caller.

5. Conclusion

The present paper explores how repair is initiated and completed via phone in the service industry through the lens of conversation analysis. Data analysis here has revealed the following patterns: in Excerpt 1, the operator identifies the trouble source as hearing problem with repetitions when a direct request ‘could you please be louder?’ (lines 3-4) is made. In Excerpt 2 and Excerpt 3, the operator first handles the trouble source as a hearing problem when open-class initiators are used by the caller. It is only after this receives another round of response that the operator identifies it as a trouble of understanding. In this end, the operator directly accepts the candidate understanding provided and avoids the repair. Furthermore, the detailed analysis in Excerpts 4 and 5 discloses that the repair strategies involved are closely related to the importance of the mistake or misunderstanding.

To sum, repair is still potentially frequent and relevant in telephone conversations (Sacks, 1995). In the excerpts we have analyzed, one distinct repair feature is that the service personnel involved tend to either accept the customer’s candidate understanding to avoid the repair or continuously make repairs on their own turns to clarify. In this sense, the customer examined here is highly valued and respected by the operators working in the service industry. Furthermore, this study showcases that Chinese English speakers frequently encounter troubles of understanding and hearing in phone conversations. To solve this problem, speakers adopt a number of cut-offs (e.g., ‘ju- just’ in Excerpt 4), hesitation markers (e.g., ‘uh’ in Excerpt 5), repair preface (e.g., ‘I mean’ in Excerpt 5), and open-class repair initiators (e.g., ‘sorry’ in Excerpt 2) to initiate repairs. Additionally, strategies as replacement and pre-framing are utilized to operate on words and phrases over the phone.

Such empirical evidence further supports and validates Kitzinger’s (2013) idea that a) specific repair forms and practices are constrained by a range of local factors, and b) people adopt diversified methods and strategies to ‘fix’ troubles of hearing and understanding. Future studies, however, are suggested to conduct in other countries where English functions as an additional language to cross-verify findings reported in the present paper.
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